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Abstract
The ring squad synchronization problem (FSSP for short) has been intensively studied in
the one-dimensional space. The problem consists in the synchronization of a segment of au-
tomata. We generalize this problem on Cayley graphs. We give minimal time solutions for (a)
synchronizing all cells in all minimal paths between any pair of cells of a Cayley graph; (b)
synchronizing all cells in all minimal paths starting at a given cell G (the \general") and leading
to all cells at a given distance from G in a Cayley graph. In solutions for (b), in some cases,
all cells of a ball in a Cayley graph will be synchronized, in other cases this is not possible
because of the existence of \culs-de-sac". c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Cellular automata; FSSP; Cayley graphs
1. Introduction
Some recent papers study cellular automata on Cayley graphs. This notion is a gener-
alization of the classical one, where cellular automata are dened in the n-dimensional
space Zn. As Cayley graphs are more various but regular enough to be considered as
possible underlying graphs for cellular automata, it is possible to model many more
phenomena (such as parallel machines or crystal growing) on Cayley graphs than in
Zn. That is why it is interesting to study this notion. A natural question arises: what
are the properties of cellular automata in Zn which are also true on Cayley graphs? The
problem \what are the Cayley graphs such that the injectivity of a cellular automaton
is equal to its surjectivity on nite congurations?" was studied by Mach et al. in
[4]. It was also shown in [7] that if the Cayley graph is a context-free graph, then
there exists an algorithm which decides, when given a state set and a local transition
function, whether or not the global transition function is surjective (or injective).
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In this paper, we study whether the solutions for the FSSP in the one-dimensional
space can be generalized for Cayley graphs. Recall that the classical FSSP can be stated
as follows. Consider a segment of automata on the line, with the \general" at the left-
most end of the segment: the only automaton being in a non-quiescent state. Let us
dene the automata in such a way that, at a certain time T , all of them, synchronously
and for the rst time, enter a special state, called a \ring" state. This problem has
been intensively studied, solutions have been given in [1, 2, 5]. Some generalizations,
were also found: among them, synchronization in optimal time of a segment [6] and of
a rectangle [9] with the general placed anywhere, and synchronization of non-oriented
graphs with bounded vertex-degree in time linear in the number of vertices of the
graph [3]. Here, we give time-optimal solutions to synchronize all cells in all minimal
paths between any pair of cells of a Cayley graph and to synchronize all cells in
all minimal paths starting at a given cell G (the \general") and leading to all cells
at a given distance from G in a Cayley graph. We shall show that there exists a
property of graphs that can lead to some diculties in these algorithms: the existence
of \culs-de-sac" (a cul-de-sac is a dead-end road). The decidability of the existence of
\culs-de-sac" in a graph, as far as we know, is an open problem.
2. Cellular automata on Cayley graphs
Let us rst recall the denitions of Cayley graphs and of cellular automata on Cayley
graphs.
Let G be a group and E its element set, and let G= fg1; g2; : : :g be a (possi-
bly innite) subset of E. We denote by G−1 the set of the inverse elements of
G : G−1 = fg−11 ; g−12 ; : : :g. If we consider the free monoid on G[G−1, that is, the set of
words on G[G−1, we can associate to a word w an element [w] of G . To one element
of G can correspond more than one word. If each element of G can be expressed as
a word on G [ G−1, we say that G is a generating set for G and the elements of G
are the generators.
We dene a relation as an equality between two words in G . If G is gener-
ated by G= fg1; g2; : : :g and if every relation in G can be deduced from relations
R= fp=p0; q= q0; r= r0; : : :g, then we write
G = hg1; g2; : : : jp = p0; q = q0; r = r0; : : :i (G = hG jRi)
and hg1; g2; : : : jp=p0; q= q0; r= r0; : : :i is said to be a presentation of G . A presen-
tation is nitely generated (nitely related) if the number of generators (dening
relations) is nite. A nite presentation is both nitely generated and nitely related.
In the following, we shall only study nitely presented groups.
Denition 1. For every group presentation G = hG jRi (where G is the generating
set and R is the relating set) there is an associated Cayley graph  =(V; A): the
vertices (V ) correspond to the elements of the group, and the arcs (A) are colored with
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generators in the following way. There exists a directed edge colored with generator g
from a vertex x to a vertex y, if and only if y= xg in G .
Remark that a Cayley graph corresponds to a presentation of a group and not to the
group itself. In this paper, we shall only work with group-presentations, so, for short,
instead of saying \the Cayley graph of the given presentation of a group G" we shall
say \the Cayley graph of G" where G is given with a presentation.
Denition 2. Let x and y be two vertices in a Cayley graph  . The distance between
x and y is the length of a minimal path from x to y and is denoted by d(x; y).
As Cayley graphs are graphical representations of groups, they are regular, hence
their underlying graph can be considered as a communication graph of cellular au-
tomata. We put copies of the same nite automaton in the vertices of a Cayley graph
  that we call cells. In order to compute its new state, each cell can communicate with
some other, called neighbor cells. Without loss of generality (see [8]), we can suppose
that these neighbors are some of the automata connected to the cell by an arc in  .
A formal denition of cellular automata on Cayley graphs can be given as follows.
Denition 3. A cellular automaton on a Cayley graph  =(V; A) is a 4-tuple
A=(S;  ; N; ) where
 S is a nite set, called the set of states,
   is the Cayley graph of a nitely presented group
G = hG jRi = hg1; g2; : : : ; gn jR1; R2; : : : ; Rki;
We denote by G−1 the set of the inverse elements of G.
 The neighborhood is N =(w1; w2; : : : ; wm) where 8i; wi is in G [ G−1 [ f1g,
  : Sm! S is the local transition rule.
The new state of each cell is computed via  in parallel and synchronously. Thus
we obtain the global behavior of the cellular automaton. We call a conguration an
application c from G to S. The set C of all congurations is SG . Thus, a cellular
automaton transforms a conguration into another one:
8c 2 C; 8i 2 G ; A(c)(i) = (c(iw1); c(iw2) : : : ; c(iwm)):
In the following, we only study cellular automata with full neighborhood (note that
the neighborhood must be symmetrical, because synchronization requires two-way com-
munications between cells), that is, the neighborhood contains all generators, all their
inverses and the neutral element: N =(g1; g2; : : : ; gn; g−11 ; g
−1
2 ; : : : ; g
−1
n ; 1).
Denition 4. A state q is said to be quiescent, if (q; q; : : : ; q)= q.
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3. The FSSP on Cayley graphs
First of all, let us explain in more detail the FSSP for a segment of automata.
A possible way to dene the problem is the following: give a cellular automaton with
four distinguished states: G (\general"), F (\re"), B (\border") and ~q (a quiescent
state) which evolves as follows. At time 0, one cell is in state G, the cell at distance
n − 1 at his right is in state B and all other cells are in state ~q. At the end of the
synchronization, all cells between the general and the border will enter the state F . All
other cells stay in state ~q all along the evolution of the cellular automaton.
Let us consider now the Cayley graph  1 of the group ha j ;i. This graph corresponds
to the line Z. Let A be a cellular automaton which is a minimal-time solution for the
problem described above. It is clear that a cellular automaton A1 = (S;  1; N; ), where
S is the set of states of A,  is the transition function of A and N =(a; a−1; 1), is
a minimal-time solution for the same problem stated in terms of cellular automata on
the Cayley graph  1.
Let us remark that, in the solutions, the general \knows", from the beginning, that
the cells to be synchronized are at his right-hand side (resp. in the direction of the
neighbor dened by the generator a) and that the cellular automaton does not depend
on n.
Here, we shall give solutions for the following problems:
Problem 1. Synchronize all cells located on a minimal length path leading from a cell
X to another cell Y in a Cayley graph.
Problem 2. Synchronize all cells located on a minimal length path leading from a cell
X to all cells Y at a given distance from X in a Cayley graph.
3.1. Synchronization of all minimal paths between two cells
For most Cayley graphs, saying that Y is at the right-hand side of X does not make
sense. Hence, we shall suppose that, in the solutions for Problem 1, the general \does
not know" in which direction to synchronize. He will try to do it in every possible
directions in the neighborhood, hence we allow that cells not to be synchronized do not
stay in the quiescent state during the evolution of the cellular automaton; we do not
care about their states. Hence, the FSSP for Problem 1 can be formulated as follows.
Denition 5 (FSSP1). Let   be the Cayley graph of a group G = hG j Ri and let
u and v be two vertices of  . Let the distance between u and v be n − 1. Let
P = fw2  jw be on a minimal length path starting at u ending at vg. The FSSP1
is to dene a cellular automaton A=(S;  ; N; ) with four distinguished states: ~q (a
quiescent state), G (the \general"), B (the \border") and F (the \re") such that, for
all integers n, starting from the initial conguration c0 dened by
c0(u) = G; c0(v) = B; 8x 2  nfv; ug; c0(x) = ~q;
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there exists a time tF (the ring time) such that
8w 2 P ; ctF (w) = F;
8w 2 P ; 8t 06t < tF ; ct(w) 6= F;
8w 2  nP ; 8t; ct(w) 6= F:
3.1.1. A solution for graphs having no \culs-de-sac".
Let us rst remark that the solution that we present here is not a general solution
to Problem 1. It works only for graphs that do not contain the so-called \culs-de-sac"
(we explain this phenomenon in Section 3.1.2).
Before giving the formal algorithm of this solution, we explain the main idea. Let the
distance between the general X and the border cell Y be n− 1. From X , we build all
minimal paths to Y , and then, we synchronize all cells of these paths simultaneously,
as if they were segments of automata on the line: we shall consider that the general is
at the leftmost end of all such paths; each of its neighbors (cells at distance 1) is on
a minimal path (leading somewhere, not necessarily to Y ), hence each of them will
act as if it was the right-neighbor of the general in a segment of automata. We shall
say that they are \right"-neighbors of the general. Conversely, the general will act as
if it was the left-neighbor of all these cells at distance 1 in a segment of automata.
Respectively, we shall say that the general is their \left"-neighbor. Then, at time 1, the
general chooses its \right"-neighbors and all of its neighbors choose him as their \left"-
neighbor. Note that, at time 1 of the synchronization of a segment, only states of the
general and its right-neighbor can be changed and that, in order to compute their new
states, only the state of the general is needed (all other cells are in a quiescent state).
At time 2, cells at distance 2 can choose all their \left"-neighbors among cells being
at distance 1, and conversely, cells at distance 1 can choose all their \right"-neighbors
among cells being at distance 2. In order to compute the state of cells at distance 2
at time 2 of the synchronization of a segment, only the state of its left-neighbor is
needed. In the minimal paths, cells at distance 2 know their \left"-neighbors, and the
neighbors of the general already know both their \right"- and \left"-neighbors. Thus,
the construction of minimal paths (that is, the choice of \right"- and \left"-neighbors)
can be done in parallel with the synchronization.
The algorithm has two main parts shown in Fig. 2a. The rst part is executed in the
part A of the synchronization (see Fig. 1). As we have described before, in parallel
with the synchronization, we build all minimal paths of length n−1: cells choose their
\left"- and \right"-neighbors. As there is not a unique cell at distance n − 1, among
these paths, there can be paths which lead to another vertex than Y . At the moment
of this choice cells cannot know which are the neighbors leading to Y : each cell has
to choose all possible \right"-neighbors. The second main part is executed in part B
of the synchronization: Y is reached at time n− 1, so at this time, its \left"-neighbors
know that they are in \good" paths. This information (by signal 2) ows back through
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Fig. 1. Zones of the synchronization.
all \left"-neighbors of cells to the general and reaches all cells being in a minimal path
to Y : these are the cells which will be synchronized.
Let us describe in more detail the algorithm presented above. We use a cellular
automaton A1 which is a minimal-time solution for  1. Let  0 be a Cayley graph, we
construct a cellular automaton B=(S 0;  0; N 0; 0) which synchronizes with the help of
A1, all cells in all minimal paths between cell X (being in state G0) and another cell
Y (being in state B0). We dene the set of states S 0 by
S 0 = factive0; active1; active2; active3; active4g  S M
where S is the set of states of A1 and M is a new nite set which will be used as a
memory to keep in \right"- and \left"-neighbors. We consider that G0=(active1; G; ;),
~q0=(active0; ~q; ;) and B0=(active3; B; ;). We do not dene completely 0, we only
give the way to construct transitions. We do not care about the states used for the
synchronization on the line, we only study how to construct minimal paths from X
to Y . The facts that
 A1 solves the problem on the line
 each cell can participate in the synchronization of minimal paths on which it can be
found
 if a cell occurs on two minimal paths then it occurs at the same position in them
and
 the S components of the states of cells on minimal paths being at the same distance
from the general are the same
allow to say that B solves our synchronization problem on  0. In the following, we
dene only the evolution of the rst and the third components of the states (activei; :; m).
The third component is used to keep in mind which cells among the neighbors of
a cell must be considered as its \left"- and \right"-neighbors. As only a nite number
of combinations are possible, M is a nite memory. We denote by Rightu and Leftu
the set of \right"- and \left"-neighbors of a cell u, and the component M , at a given
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time, represents these two sets. Until they are not dened, their values are ;. At the
beginning, a cell X is in state G0, and another one Y is in state B0; all other cells are
in state ~q0.
Algorithm 1 (Choosing neighbors { rst version): Each cell u, executes at each time
unit the following process:
Case 1: u is in the active0 state and there exists a set of cells V being in active1
state in its neighborhood: Leftu :=V ; u enters the active1 state.
Case 2: u is in the active1 state and there exists a set of cells V being in active0
state in its neighborhood: Rightu :=V ; u enters the active2 state.
Case 3: u is in the active1 state and there exists a set of cells V being in active3
state in its neighborhood: Rightu :=V ; u enters the active2 state.
Case 4: u is in the active3 state and there exists a set of cells V being in the active1
state in its neighborhood: Leftu :=V ; u enters the active4 state.
Case 5: u is in the active2 state and some of his \right"-neighbors are in the active4
state; the others (forming a set denoted by V; possibly empty) are in the active2 state:
u uses the second component of the state of the active4 cells for computing its
transition in the synchronization process, u enters the active4 state; Rightu :=RightunV .
Case 6: If u is not in any previous cases, then one of the following cases occurs:
(a) u is in a quiescent state with cells in quiescent state around it,
(b) u is the border cell with cells in quiescent state around it,
(c) u has well-dened \right"- and \left"-neighbors,
(d) u is not a cell to be synchronized.
If (a) or (b) occurs, then the state of u does not change, if (c), then it continues
the synchronization process on the second component of its state and if (d), then
we do not care about its state.
Cases 1{4 occur in the rst part (A) of the algorithm, and case 5 in the second part
(B). Notice that a cell becomes active1 at the same time when it is reached by signal 1,
and becomes active4 when it is reached by signal 2 (see Fig. 2).
Clearly, at the end of the synchronization, all active4 cells will be synchronized: they
are exactly the cells being in minimal paths from X to Y . Any classical algorithm can
be applied at the same time, so the synchronization needs 2n − 2 time steps (2n − 2
is also the time, when the general can become active4 for the rst time). This time
is optimal, otherwise we could synchronize a segment of automata in less than the
optimal time.
Unfortunately, this algorithm does not consider the case when there exist cells such
that after becoming active1, in their neighborhoods there are no cells being in a qui-
escent state. It is a problem, because if it is the case, then it is possible that a cell
has two right-neighbors in dierent states: which one should be chosen for computing
its new state? This algorithm works correctly only if all cells to be synchronized that
are at the same distance from the general are in the same state. Before solving this
problem, let us study this phenomenon.
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Fig. 2. First state-components.
Fig. 3. Right-neighbors.
3.1.2. \Culs-de-sac"
First of all, let us see the following example.
Example 1 (No \right"-neighbors). Let G = ha; b; cjb= a3; c= a4i. Let X =1 and
Y = a9. We want to synchronize all cells being in minimal paths from X to Y . See
Fig. 3.
Arrows go from a cell to its \right"-neighbors dened by generators. We do not
illustrate the arrows going to the \right"-neighbors dened by the inverse of the gen-
erators. In the rst step, the general has all cells at distance 1 as \right"-neighbors. In
the second step, we illustrate by dotted arrows the \right"-neighbors of all cells being
at distance 1: these are cells at distance 2. Then, we see that for cell Z , there is no
possible \right"-neighbor. It causes a problem: Z is the \right"-neighbor of cell A, but
A has also a second right-neighbor Z 0, which, not as Z , has a \right"-neighbor (Y ).
It means, that in the rest of the computation, the two \right"-neighbors of A can be
in dierent states: which one A should choose? We shall say that Z is a \cul-de-sac"
of order 1 (it is at some distance n from the origin and has no neighbors at distance
n+ 1).
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Fig. 4. \Culs-de-sac".
Denition 6. A cell at distance n from the origin is a cul-de-sac of order k if the ball
of radius k centered on this cell is included in the ball of radius n + k − 1 centered
on the origin.
The existence of \culs-de-sac" is a property of graphs and is independent of color-
ings. We do not know which graphs have such \culs-de-sac", but we know that they
can occur even in planar graphs.
In Fig. 4, we present two Archimedean tilings which are planar graphs (they can
be colored as Cayley graphs, the rst one as the Cayley graph of the group G =
ha; b; c j (ab)3 = 1; b3 = 1; c3 = 1i and the second one as the Cayley graphs of groups
G =ha; b j a2 = 1; (ab)6 = 1; b3 = 1i or G 0= ha; b j a2 =1; (ab−1ab)3 = 1; b3 =1i). The
general is denoted by 0, and all cells at distance i are denoted by i. Arrows point
at cells which are \culs-de-sac" of order 1.
3.1.3. A general solution
In order to give a solution for Problem 1 which is correct even if there exist \culs-de-
sac" in the graph, we modify the set of states of B by adding a new state y representing
the \death" of a cell:
S 0 = factive0; active1; active2; active3; active4; yg  S M:
Then, each cell u, executes at each time unit the following process:
Algorithm 2 (Choosing neighbors { second version):
Case 1: u is in the active0 state and there exists a set of cells V being in the active1
state in its neighborhood: Leftu :=V ; u enters the active1 state.
Case 2: u is in the active1 state and there exists a set of cells V being in the active0
state in its neighborhood: Rightu :=V ; u enters the active2 state.
Case 3: u is in the active1 state and it has no neighbors in the active0 state: u enters
the y state.
Case 4: u is in the active2 or the active3 state, but if it is active2, then it has not
any active3 neighbors. Let V be the set of its dead \right"-neighbors:
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u uses the second component of the state of its non-dead \right"-neighbors in order
to compute its transition in the synchronization process; Rightu=RightunV .
Case 5: u has only dead \right"-neighbors; u dies and enters the y state.
Case 6: u is in the active1 state and there exists a set of cells V being in the active3
state in its neighborhood: Rightu :=V ; u enters the active2 state.
Case 7: u is in the active3 state and there exists a set of cells V being in the active1
state in its neighborhood: Leftu :=V ; u enters the active4 state.
Case 8: u is in the active2 state, and it has active4 \right"-neighbors. Some of its
\right"-neighbors (set V ) are in the active2 state, and some others (but not all) are
dead (set W ):
u uses the second component of the state of its non-dead active4 \right"{neighbors in
order to compute its transition in the synchronization process; Rightu=Rightun(V [W ).
Case 9: If u is not in any previous cases, then one of the following cases occurs:
(a) u is in a quiescent state with cells in quiescent state around it,
(b) u is the border cell with cells in quiescent state around it,
(c) u has well-dened \right"- and \left"-neighbors,
(d) u is not a cell to be synchronized.
If (a) or (b) occurs, then the state of u does not change, if (c), then it continues
the synchronization process on the second component of its state and if (d), then
we do not care about its state.
With this modication, all \right"-(\left"-)neighbors of a cell have the same states and
they are always well computed. See the dierent steps of the algorithm for the CA of
Example 1 in Fig. 5.
At time t=2, every cell at distance 1 can choose a \right"-neighbor and the states
of all cells are well computed. Hence, at time t=3, the states of all cells are well
computed except Z which becomes dead and B which is not in any minimal path from
X to Y . All cells at distance 2 becomes active4 except Z (dead) and B (stays active2).
At time t=4, for computing the new states of cells, the states of Z and B are ignored
and they are not \right"-neighbors of any cell anymore. At time t=5, all other cells
are synchronized.
Remark, that the state of a cell becoming dead at time T is well computed until time
T − 1, hence the states of all of its neighbors are well computed until time T . This
is also true for cells never becoming active4: until all cells at the same distance are
active2, their states are the same, if some of them become active4 at time T , the states
are the same until time T−1, and the states of all of their neighbors are well computed
until time T . From time T + 1 on, only the well-computed states are considered.
In the two-dimensional space, for instance, see von Neumann and Moore neighbor-
hoods and the sets of synchronized cells by these CA in Fig. 6a and b, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Dierent steps of Algorithm 2.
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Fig. 6. Synchronized cells for Problem 1.
3.2. Synchronization of balls in Cayley graphs
Let us now study Problem 2. In this case, the general must synchronize in every
possible directions in its neighborhood. Hence, we can require that in a solution, all
cells not to be synchronized stay in a quiescent state all along the evolution of the
cellular automaton. Formally, the FSSP for Problem 2 can be stated as follows.
Denition 7 (FSSP2). Let   be the Cayley graph of a group G = hG j Ri, let u be
a vertex of   and n an integer. Let B= fb2  jd(u; b)= n − 1g and P= fw=  jw
be on a minimal length path starting at u and ending at a cell b in Bg. The FSSP2
is to dene a cellular automaton A=(S;  ; N; ) with four distinguished states: ~q (a
quiescent state), G (the \general"), B (the \border") and F (the \re") such that, for
all integer n, starting from the initial conguration c0 dened by
c0(u) = G; 8v 2 B; c0(v) = B; 8x 2  n(B [ fug); c0(x) = ~q;
there exists a time tF (the ring time) such that
8w 2 P; ctF (w) = F; 8w 62 P; ctF (w) = ~q; 8v 2  ; 806t < tF ; ct(v) 6= F:
If there is no \culs-de-sac" in the graph, then such a cellular automaton synchronizes
all cells of the ball of radius n− 1 centered in u.
In order to solve this problem, Algorithm 2 can be used with more border cells. In
Fig. 7, see the sets of synchronized cells by von Neumann and Moore CA in the plane,
for n=3. The synchronization needs 2n− 2 time units in all cases. However, the set
of states can be large. Sometimes, for Problem 2, we do not need to keep in mind all
\right"- and \left"-neighbors of a cell. Let us see now for what kind of graphs this
case holds.
Theorem 1. Let   be a Cayley graph. In order to solve Problem 2 on  ; it is
sucient to choose exactly one \right"- and one \left"-neighbor for each cell; if and
only if   has no cul-de-sac.
Proof. We rst show that if it is sucient to choose exactly one \right"- and one
\left"-neighbor for each cell, then   has no cul-de-sac. We show it by contradiction.
We suppose that there exists a vertex u which is a cul-de-sac, and hence cannot choose
any \right"-neighbor. If from a cell v there is a path p1 ending at u, but there is another
path p2 which goes to a border cell, at the moment when v chooses its \right"-neighbor,
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Fig. 7. Synchronized cells for Problem 2.
it cannot know if p1 reaches a border cell. If it chooses the \right"-neighbor in path
p1, it will not be synchronized even if it is in a minimal path.
We now show, that if   has no cul-de-sac, then, in order to solve Problem 2 on
 , it is sucient to choose exactly one \right"- and one \left"-neighbor for each cell.
In Algorithm 2, we have seen that cells have to choose all \right"-neighbors because
perhaps
1. not all of its possible \right"-neighbors are in minimal paths (there can be dead
cells which do not lead to the border cell) or,
2. not all of its possible \right"-neighbors are in minimal paths leading to the only
border cell Y (active2 cells which never become active4, see cell B in Example 1).
If there is no cul-de sac in  , then (1) cannot occur during the algorithm. On the other
hand, in Problem 2 we want to synchronize all cells being in minimal paths between
a cell and all cells being at distance n − 1 , for some integer n: (2) does not occur,
either. Hence, all reached cells are in a minimal path: all \right"- and \left"-neighbors
act in the same way, so choosing one for each is sucient. Remark that every cell
in a minimal path is reached, because all neighbors of an active1 cell become active1
and have \right"- and \left"-neighbors. Hence, all cells in all minimal paths (the whole
ball of radius n− 1 around the general) will be synchronized.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have given a generalization of the FSSP on the line for Cayley
graphs. A natural question is whether one can give algorithms for synchronizing all
cells of a ball in a Cayley graph, even if there are some \culs-de-sac" in the graph. If
their order is bounded, then we can modify the original solutions for the line such that
the answer is positive. But there also exist Cayley graphs where this order is not
bounded, see for example the Cayley graph of the group G = ha; b; c j ab= ba; cac−1 =
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ab; cbc−1= ab2i (Poincare’s group). Another question to answer is to characterize
graphs having \culs-de-sac". As far as we know, it is an open problem. We only
know that among Archimedean tilings there are only two, those of Fig. 4.
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